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Letter from the Editor
Hello readers,
As part of MarketingSherpa Email Summit, our judging panel reviewed 106 entrants into MarketingSherpa Email
Awards 2014, presented by ExactTarget. This Swipe File serves as a collection of Best in Show, winners and
honorable mentions that distinguished themselves within that group.
Coming out of North America and Europe, these campaigns feature marketers who reaped solid results from
creative and customer-centric approaches to turning challenges into opportunities.
Comprised of those below, the MECLABS judging panel has made email marketing a passion, and we set out to
recognize kindred spirits for their proactive marketing efforts.
•
•
•
•
•

Pamela Markey, Senior Director of Marketing
Brandon Stamschror, Senior Director, Operations
Daniel Burstein, Director of Editorial Content
Justin Bridegan, Former Senior Marketing Manager
Courtney Eckerle, Manager of Editorial Content

My fellow judges and I spend our days making sure the content we produce is compelling and interesting
to marketers. MarketingSherpa produces nearly 100 case studies in a year, and in my role as the email beat
reporter, I’ve interviewed marketers from Fortune 100 companies all the way to fledgling startups. No matter
the source, successful campaigns always have a similar element – people behind them who crave progress.
Use this Swipe File as inspiration. Marketers too easily get bogged down in the day-to-day routine and
continue putting ideas and projects on their “to-do” or “wouldn’t it be nice if … ” lists. We all love companywide transformational efforts (see our Best in Show winners) but the judges made a conscious effort to reward
marketing teams taking ideas off those lists and putting them into action.
The campaigns detailed in this Swipe File are inspirational, aspirational and hopefully influential. It is our hope
they will provide insights into how creative thinking can create big changes, or how a marketing strategy can be
transformed piece by piece.
Separated into the sales processes of either e-commerce or lead generation, the challenges, processes and
results of each campaign will be discussed within the four pillars of email marketing.
Many of the winners were presenters at MarketingSherpa Email Summit 2014 in Las Vegas. All received a trophy
recognizing their achievement, as well as an invitation to an awards dinner. Additionally, our two Best in Show
winners received travel, Summit tickets and accommodation at the Aria Resort & Casino.
Thank you to all who submitted an entry this year. We hope you can apply these insights to your own efforts,
and we look forward to reviewing your results for MarketingSherpa Email Awards 2015.
Courtney Eckerle
Manager of Editorial Content
MECLABS
@MarketingSherpa
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Pillar Categories

BUILD &

CLEANSE

CONNECT &

Efforts to build up email lists or strengthen the
program overall through cleansing make up this
pillar. List data and management, database hygiene,
list testing and optimization are examples of the types
of campaigns that fall within it.

The optimization of email integration tactics with
social media, websites, mobile, offline and testing
make up this pillar.

INTEGRATE

CREATE &

This pillar will recognize message testing and
optimization, and will delve into marketing efforts
involving design creative, copywriting and messaging.

DESIGN

DELIVER &

This pillar will focus on marketers’ efforts with
marketing automation and deliverability. The function
and theories behind testing and optimization will also
be discussed within this pillar.

AUTOMATE
Not only have we gathered the winners into these four categories, but marketers were asked to
categorize their submission into e-commerce and lead generation for this Swipe File.
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B ACKGROUND
Connecting people to events and tickets for seven years, Eventful boasts 8.4 million registered
entertainment consumers and 7 million unique monthly visitors.
However, after Google made a change in its search results ranking algorithms, there was a significant,
negative impact on Eventful’s online and mobile traffic. The company decided to turn a challenge into
an asset with an email engagement campaign that could reverse the downtrend and drive more traffic
to its online and mobile properties.
Along with a culture change to focus on personalization and consumer-centric behavior, the ultimate
goals of this were to increase site traffic, improve engagement metrics and reduce unsubscribes. Also,
Eventful strived to stimulate more commerce for commercial partners by providing a more relevant,
personalized content experience for subscribers.
Eventful took home the Best in Show trophy with this campaign by creatively and diligently
transforming its email program to highlight relevance in subscriber communications. Along with
the initial efforts, the Eventful team has continuously pursued greater personalization and added
significant dimensions to their email program.

A PPROACH
Eventful created a recommendation engine to power personalized events selection and artist
recommendations. It replaced previous technology that picked events and performers based on
popularity, sponsorship, categorization and other blunt tools.
“It was good … but we always knew that we could do better. So, we really resolved to create a better
customer experience that was driven by our own desire to be a better entertainment publisher,” said
Paul Ramirez, Vice President of Operations, Eventful.
The initial iterations were tested and perfected across a new email publication and then ultimately
integrated into the event selecting technology. The results allowed a redesign and re-launch of its
flagship newsletters, email and mobile alert notifications, as well as Web and mobile detail pages.
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The Eventful recommendation engine captures user preference indicators across a broad spectrum
of Eventful content and commercial products, driven by specific user actions – for instance, user
“favorites” of artists. To increase the quality and volume of preference-related data for each user,
Eventful created several user services designed to encourage and accelerate user activity, which would
drive more preference indicators.
The team has used similarities between the target user and other users with identical and similar
preferences to recommend events and performers. These general mathematical techniques are known
as “collaborative filtering” and “item-based recommendations.”
Eventful is unique in that it implements these algorithms and combines them to produce
recommendation results. All of the information collected is used to give insight into users’ preferences
and needs, according to Ramirez.
“What you tell us when you subscribe is only half of the story, you also tell us who you like based on
what you click on Eventful.com and what you click on within an email,” he said.

R ESULTS
Eventful’s efforts have resulted in more opportunities to distribute exact communication, better
recommendations, more site traffic, lower unsubscribes and more revenue production for subscribers.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Email opens increased 44%
Email clicks increased 52%
Subscriber reactivation increased 300%
Unsubscribe rate declined 25%
Ticket purchases increased 66%
Monthly site visits per person increased 12%

“When we really got serious about personalization, we started talking about it a few years ago and we
really got busy a couple of years ago. Now it’s just … it is what we do,” Ramirez concluded.

T EAM
Company
Paul Ramirez, Eventful
Ryan Blomberg, Eventful
Danny Markham, Eventful
Sam Choukri, Eventful
Marvin Humphrey, Eventful
Ian Miller, Eventful
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C REATIVE
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